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1. INTRODUCTION 
The one, perhaps even the only mathematically significant point of agreement 
among all historians of Greek mathematics is that, up to the time of Eudoxus in the 
middle of the fourth century B.C., some kind of investigations of incommensurable 
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magnitudes played an important part in the development of the subject. But as 
soon as we embark on the details of what investigations might have taken place 
and when, we encounter an enormously wide range of differing interpretations 
caused by the paucity and vagueness of our evidence [ 11. Our evidence is indeed 
remarkably scanty and elusive, with one dramatic exception: Book X of Euclid’s 
Elements is devoted to a monolithic and coherent theory of incommensurable 
lines. Let me also add that this is the first time that the topic of incommensurability 
arises explicitly in the Elements; that, in bulk, Book X occupies more than a 
quarter of the Elements; that the theory of Book X is applied in Book XIII to the 
construction and classification of the regular polyhedra and some other lines, one 
of the high points of the Elements; that some aspects of Book X are attributed 
to Theaetetus by Eudemus (as quoted by Pappus in his commentary); and that 
Theaetetus is singled out for special praise, though not for his philosophical ability, 
in Plato’s eponymous dialogue, which also contains an extended passage concern- 
ing incommensurables (Theaetetus 147c-148b), chronologically our first reliable 
reference to the topic. So it should not be necessary to explain or apologize for 
yet another discussion of Elements X. 
I say “yet another” for indeed there have been many of late: to mention only 
the cream, during the 1980s there have been contributions from Knot-r, Mueller, 
and Taisbak (in total some 150 pages), and these refer back to and rely on, to 
varying extents, the earlier contributions by Chasles, De Morgan, Dijksterhuis, 
Frajese, Heath, Junge, Stamatis, van der Waerden, Zeuthen, and others, back to 
Stevin in 1585 and beyond. 
While these discussions show that their authors have read Book X closely [2], 
I think it fair to say that, with one exception, they do not set out to encourage and 
help the reader to take up Euclid’s own text and study that. Rather, they tend to 
replace his treatment by their own explanation of what he is doing. The exeption 
is [Taisbak 19821, something I did not fully bring out when I gave my account 
of his approach in [Fowler 1987, Chap. 51; but even Taisbak replaces Euclid’s 
terminology and, in places, treatment by his own idiosyncratic approach. When 
recently I had occasion to reread closely my own version of Taisbak’s pamphlet, 
I saw that with a slight reorganization, a short introduction, and the improvement 
of some crucial sections (especially on p. 182), it too could be presented as a self- 
contained companion to Euclid’s own text, in Greek or translation. This is Sections 
3, 4, and 6 below. The interleaved Sections 2, 5, and 7 discuss the traditional 
interpretation of Book X in terms of manipulating surd quantities, and use this as 
an illustration of the illuminations and dangers that lie in the way of such an 
interplay between ancient and modern mathematics. 
Two questions must surely present themselves to anybody as they come to the 
end of Book X: just why did Euclid, or the author(s) of his prototype, present the 
material in the way they did? And just what is the point of it all? I add, in 
Section 8, some observations on the first question, because I think they further our 
appreciation of Book X. But, apart from the extended discussuion of surds, I have 
omitted all questions of the authorship, interpretation, and value of the book. My 
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aim is simply to help readers with Euclid’s text, and to further their participation 
in the scholarly discussions of it. And, from time to time, to spice the dish, I add 
a note containing an anecdote, a bit of practical advice, an aside, to help readers 
on their way. Please ignore these notes if you find them distracting or out of 
place. But let us, once for all, together lay the canard of Book X as the cross of 
mathematicians [3]. 
2. SURD QUANTITIES 
Simon Stevin, in 1585, boasted that he possessed the key to Book X: the calculus 
of surd quantities [4]. Let us follow his lead and, without attempting to explain 
just what these “surd quantities” are, explore a few examples. We find 
GTiG=vj+vJ 
W&V%=~+~ 
m=m+m 
etc. 
We get what seems, at first, to be a bewildering variety of behavior. Since squares 
are easier to understand than square roots, let us also look at them: 
where /3=.$+sandy=2*. 
Note that p > y-the arithmetico-geometric inequality-and neither p = 4 + q 
nor w  = 5 - q involves square root signs. A bit more exploration shows 
that these are sufficient conditions for (p + y) to be the square of one of these 
kinds of surds; and that explains the first example. Yet more exploration within 
the tradition of mathematics that has developed since the time of Stevin (and 
which, I think, owes a not insignificant debt to him; see [Fowler 1985a, 1985b]) 
will uncover what has been called “the quintessence of Book X” [5]: 
~=~@3+4vpqG~&~vpqT (*I 
The first three examples given above satisfy conditions, the first of which was just 
described (namely /3 the positive square root of a square; y the positive square 
root of a nonsquare; and (p2 - y’) a square) that lead to simplifications in this 
formula, while the fourth example represents the most general kind of case that 
can occur, in which none of the numbers involved are “accidentally” rational, or 
are “accidentally” rationally related to each other. 
In the interludes that follow (in Sections 5 and 7), I shall explain to what extent 
I think this formula (*) illuminates, and in what ways it distorts the program of 
Book X, and why, ultimately, it is comical to think of it as the quintessence of 
anything. 
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One more example. Given /3 and y, we could choose 6 at will, and write 
a + Y) = 5 + 04 + r> - 4); 
then, for some special choice of 5, we might get a pretty expression on the right- 
hand side. Formula (*) is not doing this, at least not directly, for it requires that 
bothd(P+$=t+r, and a - Y) = E - v, 
and it is almost irresistible for us nowadays to treat these two cases of addition 
and subtraction together. Euclid, however, gives completely separate but parallel 
treatments of his equivalents to these cases of addition and subtraction, only 
linking them together at the end; and therefore so shall I. Here then is the first 
way the formula misrepresents Book X; and Euclid must therefore specify just 
how the right-hand side is constituted, just what form the /3 and y can have. 
3. A SHORTHAND FOR DESCRIBING EUCLID’S GEOMETRY 
I wish to introduce and use a purely geometrical notation whose arithmetical 
content does not go beyond the positive integers and simple fractions, as used 
concretely in everyday speech: once, twice, three times, etc.; solo, duet, trio, etc.; 
half, third, quarter, etc. 
Lowercase italic letters a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z will always denote lines; x + y 
will always denote the Euclidean operation of concatenating two lines (e.g., as in 
II 6 and 10: “If a straight line be bisected and a straight line be added to it in a 
straight line . . . “); x.y, always written with a period, will be “the rectangle 
contained by” x and y (see II Def. I), and x2 the square with side x. Expressions 
such as 2x, 2x.y, etc. denote the result of concatenating copies of x, x.y, etc., 
analogous to Euclid’s multiplication of numbers (VII Def. 15 (Heath)/16 (Heiberg)). 
There is no ambiguity with the different interpretations of 2x.y as 2(x.y), (2x).y, 
or x.(2y) since all of these are clearly equal; and this notation can be extended to 
fx, Bx.y, etc., as in II 6 and 10, quoted above-and only simple fractions will 
occur here, and then only in examples. Equality, “= ,” will denote the Euclidean 
scissors-and-paste equality of geometric magnitudes. 
Upper case italic letters A, B, . . . , X, Y, Z will always denote plane re- 
gions-“areas,” where this word has no numerical overtones-and usually rectan- 
gles or squares; *denotes the square side or, more briefly, the side of X, i.e., 
the side of the square equal to X-Euclid’s terminology is described in [Heath 
1926 III, 13 & 1191 (also see note [25], below). If A is an integer Gwill be 
abbreviated to fix: that is, fix is the side of a square equal to A copies of x2, 
and it can be constructed using II 14. This notation can be extended to fractional 
h-and, again, only simple fractions will occur and then only in examples. Note 
that this expression fi in fix has no arithmetical sense-indeed no independent 
sense when detached from the line x-unless A happens to be a square number; 
so, for example, both fix* and fix are meaningless. Contrast ax, which 
will be used in a natural extension of the notation, to denote G, i.e., the 
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square side of the rectangle with sides fix and x [6]. Lines can be compared using 
the technique of I l-3, and rectilineal plane areas can be compared by reducing 
them to squares using II 14 and then comparing their sides. We write b < c, A 5 
B, etc. 
This notation is a pure shorthand for geometrical configurations, especially those 
involving rectangles. The algebraic-looking expressions that arise and the 
“coefficients” like fi, q, etc., do not have any autonomous existence and 
they should never be manipulated without reference to some geometric figure, 
though this figure may often only be implied. Heath’s translation of Book X 
occupies more than 250 pages of his [1926 III] and many of its arguments stretch 
over almost two pages: after Proposition 17, all but a handful of them are about 
manipulating rectangles and squares, and they can be accurately and briefly sum- 
marized in this geometric shorthand [7]. Further discussions of it can be found in 
my [l987,24-25,69, 135-136, & 1711, and it is used throughout that book. If any 
reader is offended by any of its uses, they should translate everything back into 
words, Euclidean style; even back into Greek, if they prefer [S]. 
A purely geometrical version and interpretation of (*), read the right way, will 
indeed go some way toward describing the quintessence of Book X, but the 
translation of (*) into a meaningful geometrical statement is not completely obvious 
at this stage. I recommend that the reader convert a statement such as 
Gx5=vj+vb 2 m o a geometrical assertion and think what its geometric 
proof might involve. 
4. THE BASIC LANGUAGE OF BOOK X, PRESTISSIMO 
The basic language of Book X is set out in its opening definitions [9] and 
Propositions 1 to 26; then Propositions 27 to 35 are a series of general constructions 
of examples relevant to the theory which follows. Propositions 1 to 4 deal with the 
so-called Euclidean algorithm, or anthyphairesis, which has no apparent relevance 
to the material that follows; Definitions 1 and 2 and Propositions 5 to 16 deal with 
commensurability and incommensurability, most of which I shall assume is familiar 
to the reader; and Propositions 17 and 18 deal with the standard Euclidean theory 
of application of areas, which I explain briefly when it is used. In this section, I 
describe Definitions 3 and 4, the remark 18119, and Propositions 19 to 26, and make 
some comments about Propositions 27 to 35. 
The statements below are labeled by the propositions of Book X with which 
they have a substantial overlap, and labels such as 1809 indicate the material that 
lies between Propositions 18 and 19; the reader is strongly urged also to read 
Euclid’s own enunciations in every case. Readers should also complete the 
sketches of proofs, or supply one where none is given-a geometrical, not an 
arithmetical proof, of course-and then compare their proofs with Euclid’s. The 
basic set of figures is collected together in Fig. 1. 
(Defs. 3 & 4) We fix a line a, called the expressible line. Any other lie b such 
that b2 is commensurable with a2 will be called expressible. (For examples 2a and 
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2 
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Y  w 
(b) 
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FIGURE 1 
%“%I are expressible lines.) Hence expressible lines may be commensurable (i.e., 
in length, for example V?!a and V&z> or (incommensurable-in-length but) com- 
mensurable-in-square-only (for example a and fia). An area that is commensura- 
ble with a2 is called expressible. Lines and areas that are not expressible are called 
alogoi (the plural of alogos). 
The Greek words r/zeros and alogos are usually translated as “rational” and 
“irrational” respectively, but this distorts the meaning and form of the Greek 
words and leads to horrendous confusions with the related but different notions 
of rational and irrational numbers. I strongly recommend, when reading such 
translations (e.g., [Health 1926, Mueller 1981]), that some alternative be substi- 
tuted mentally. [Taisbak 19821 uses the neutral “red” and “obscure”; I prefer and 
shall use the words introduced above: “expressible” and “alogos.” For further 
discussion see [Fowler 1987, 167-1681. 
(12) Any two expressible areas are commensurable, and anything commensura- 
ble with an expressible area is expressible. 
(15) The sum and difierence of two expressible areas are expressible. 
(12, 18/19) A line commensurable or commensurable-in-square-only with an 
expressible line is expressible. 
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(9, 10) Two lines are commensurable if and only if their squares have a ratio 
equal to some square number. Example: fia and aa, again. 
(Def. 3; 18119) If two expressible lines are incommensurable, their squares will 
be commensurable. 
(15) The sum and difference of two commensurable expressible lines are ex- 
pressible. 
(36, 73) The sum (or difference) of two incommensurable expressible lines is 
alogos; it will be called a binomial (or an apotome) line. (As the numbering 
indicates, this is out of place here; it will be restated and proved later.) 
(19) The rectangle contained by commensurable expressible lines is expressible. 
Proof. See Fig. l(a), where h and w  are commensurable and expressible: by VI 
1, h.w : h2 = w : h, etc. 
The role of VI 1 (called the Topics proposition in [Fowler 19871) is analysed in 
[Knorr 1975, 259-2601. His conclusion is that “there is not a single theorem within 
the theory of irrational lines proper which does not employ Aristotle’s theorem 
[SC. VI I] either explicitly or once-removed.” 
(20) Zf an expressible area B is applied to an expressible line h, so B = h.w, then 
w will be expressible and commensurable with h. 
Proof. Again see Fig. l(a), etc. 
Hereafter h will be called the height; and w  will be called the width of B with 
respect to h, these last four words usually being understood [IO]. 
(21) The rectangle contained by incommensurable expressible lines is alogos. 
Proof. See Fig. I(a) yet again. 
(21, 23/24; Euclid gives no separate formal definition of this crucial idea). An 
alogos area equal to the rectangle contained by incommensurable expressible lines 
is called medial. A line is called medial if it is the side of a medial area. For 
example; V?a.a is a medial area, aa is a medial line. 
(22) Zf a medial area b.c (or, equivalently, the square on a medial line) is applied 
to an expressible height h, its width w will be expressible and incommensurable 
with h. 
Proof. If b.c = h.w, then h : c = b : w (VI 16), so h’ : c’ = b2 : w2 (VI 22). Since 
h2 and c2 are expressible, they are commensurable, so b” and w2 are commensura- 
ble, etc. [II]. 
(23, 23124) An area commensurable with a medial area is medial; and a line 
commensurable or commensurable-in-square-only with a medial line is medial. 
Proof. See Fig. l(b): let B = b2 be a medial area, and let c2 be commensurable 
with b2. Apply both to an expressible h, so b’ = h.v and c2 = h.w. Then v is 
expressible and incommensurable with h (22), so w  is expressible and incommensu- 
rable with h, so h.w = c2 is medial. 
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(23124) Two medial lines may be commensurable (e.g., ma ma), com- 
mensurable-in-square-only (e.g. -a and %%a), or incommensurable-in- 
square (e.g. ma and ma). 
Two medial areas may be commensurable or incommensurable. (Give examples! 
It makes no geometric sense to say that incommensurable medial areas are com- 
mensurable-in-square.) 
(24) The rectangle contained by commensurable medial lines is medial. For 
example: aa and aa contain the medial area V%a.a. 
(53154) A rectangle is the mean proportional between the squares on its sides. 
Proof See Fig. l(c): b*: b.c = b : c = b.c: c* by two applications of VI 1. 
This lemma duplicates a part of Elucid’s proof of X 25. 
(25, 27, 28) The rectangle contained by commensurable-in-square-only medial 
lines is either expressible or medial. Examples: -a and -a contain the ex- 
pressible area 2a.a; and -a and m a contain the medial area V%a.a. 
Proof. See Fig. l(d): let b and c be medial lines, commensurable-in-square-only, 
and apply b2, b.c, and c’ to the expressible height h, so b2 = h.u, b.c = h.v, and 
c2 = h.w. Then, by (22), u and w  are expressible, and each is incommensurable 
with h, but since u : w  = h.u : h.w = b’ : c’, they are commensurable with each 
other. Since, by the previous result, b.c is the mean proportional between b2 and 
c2, u will be the mean proportional between u and w. So, since u* = U.W, where u 
and v are expressible and commensurable, u will also be expressible. Finally, u 
can be either commensurable or incommensurable with h, so h.u = b.c can be 
either expressible or medial. 
Readers who wish to test their understanding of this material might now try to 
solve some of the problems posed in Propositions 27-35, but let me warn them 
that Euclid’s examples are chosen strictly with a view to the theory that will follow 
and, until they have been put in their context, some of them (especially 33-35, 
which go beyond the corpus of lines so far described) will seem perverse and 
gratuitous. Moreover, while the enunciations seem to ask for specific examples, 
Euclid’s proofs give general procedures for constructing all examples [12], and 
this adds to their complexity. Since I have already considered the two simplest and 
accessible examples, Propositions 28 and 29, here are some other easy examples: 
If an expressible area is applied to a medial height, its width will be medial and 
commensurable-in-square-only with the height. 
Zf a medial area is applied to a medial height, its width will be medial and either 
commensurable or commensurable-in-square-only with the height [ 131. 
The proof of one earlier result was postponed. Because this is important, indeed 
vital, to what follows, I give it here: 
(36, 73) The sum (or difference) of two incommensurable expressible lines is 
alogos; it will be called a binomial (or apotome) line. 
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Proof. Let b and c be incommensurable expressible lines; then, by II 4, (b + 
c)~ = b2 + c2 + 2b.c. Now b2 + c2 is expressible and b.c is medial; hence 2b.c is 
medial and so is incommensurable with b2 + c2. Hence (b + c)~ is the sum of an 
expressible and a medial area, and so is not expressible, so is not commensurable 
with the expressible area b’ + c2; so it is alogos. The proof for (b - c) is similar. 
But I leave as final exercises: 
(26, generalized) Neither the sum, nor fhe difference of fwo incommensurable 
medial areas will be expressible or medial: and neither the sum, nor the difference 
of a medial and an expressible area will be expressible or medial. So the square 
sides of these areas will be alogoi lines. (The rest of Book X is, in effect, devoted 
to elucidating their properties; and the conclusion of these investigations is set out 
in Propositions 71 and 72, and 108 to 110.) 
So far, only three kinds of lines have been named and proved to be alo- 
gos-medial, binomial, and apotome-but we are surrounded by other potential 
examples. For example, 
. (115) higher order medials: -a, ma, etc.; 
. “trinomials” and “tri-apotomes”like b ? c t d for mutally incommensurable 
expressible lines; then “quadrinomials,” etc.: 
. “mixed binomials/trinomials/etc., ” like a + fia k aa, etc.; 
lines of the form 6, m etc. for any previously defined kinds of 
links. 
And there are completely different kinds of lines that are also almost certainly 
alogoi; for example, 
. edges of cubes, %%a, etc., 
. cubic binomials, apotomes, trinomials, etc.; 
. mixed “edge-sides” like ma or %a [14]; 
. “circular irrationals” like the square side of circles of expressible diameter; 
. “elliptic irrationals,” and perhaps also “spiral irrationals”; 
and yet more combinations involving them. 
Book X stakes off a little patch of coherent order in the middle of this jungle 
and, moreover, relates the otherwise unexplained lines that arise elsewhere in the 
Elements to this system. It is a remarkable achievement. 
Readers who want to continue directly their reading of Book X should skip the 
next section. 
5. FIRST INTERLUDE: SURD NUMBERS AND 
ALOGOZ MAGNITUDES, I 
The word “surd,” as is well known, arises from a mistranslation of the Greek 
alogos into the Latin surdus (meaning silent, deaf, mute, etc.; cf. the French 
sour-d) via the Arabic camm (also meaning, deaf, etc.). (For more details see, for 
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example, the Oxford English Dictionary, S.V. stud.) So, if we unscramble this 
mistranslation, was Stevin’s boast that the key to understanding Book X was to 
interpret it in terms of the alogoi? Surely Book X is nothing if it is not some kind 
of calculus of the alogoi. 
Of course not. Stevin’s surds are numbers, and he proposed to understand 
Book X in arithmetical terms. To this was soon to be added another dramatic 
development of his period in which he also participated and which was practically 
complete in its basics by the time of Descartes’ GPomPtrie of 1637, namely the use 
of a symbolic algebraic notation. And I believe that the development of this 
algebraic notation owed no small debt to yet another contribution of Stevin’s, his 
lucid introduction to the West of the idea of decimal fractions, in his pamphlet De 
Thiende of 1585 [15]. For the first time there was a generally available, “user- 
friendly,” understandable, comprehensive way of doing arithmetic with the most 
general kinds of numbers. Mathematicians could now stop worrying about the 
details of each particular arithmetical manipulation and begin to abstract with 
confidence from the belief that any arithmetical calculation was possible [16]. Of 
course the trick was as old as Babylon, and astronomers had been doing it to base 
60 for more than three thousand years; but the Babylonians had a proper respect 
for the soft underbelly of this beguiling technique and avoided nonterminating 
expansions whenever they could; and sexagesimal arithmetic is still not user- 
friendly, even using pocket calculators which have it as a wired-in feature. There 
was for the first time, in the late sixteenth century, the general delusion that 
expressions like fi x fl = fi had some easily understood arithmetical sense. 
And it was a delusion that mathematicians would go on living with for 300 years 
of spectacular progress, but it remained unjustified until November 24th, 1858, 
when Dedekind, as he tells us in his Stetigkeit und irrationale Zahlen, gave the 
first mathematically acceptable definition of the arithmetic involved and the first 
satisfactory explanation and proof of this identity [17]. 
These developments also affected geometry: the arithmetization of geometry, 
which had been pottering along gently since the time of Heron and probably 
since the time of the merging of Greek geometrical and Babylonian arithmetical 
astronomy in the second century B.C., exploded into action. This program of 
arithmetization of geometry starts by choosing, explicitly or implicitly, an 
assigned unit line; then all lines become endowed with a numerical length with 
respect to this line, with the essential feature that it is assumed that these 
lengths can be manipulated arithmetically. Similarly this unit line defines a unit 
square, whence all sufficiently simple plane regions (e.g., rectilinear, circular, 
etc.) are assigned numerical areas, and this definition is shown to be consistent 
with the definition of the area of a rectangle as the product of the lengths of 
its sides. Similarly for volumes. Lengths, areas, and volumes are then mixed 
and manipulated indiscriminately as dimensionless numbers, and we construct 
and solve expressions involving these numbers; and these expressions are 
abstracted into algebraic formulae which are also manipulated irrespective of 
their geometric sense. We then go on to explore the numbers in their own 
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right, and distinguish, for example, between rational, irrational, algebraic, 
transcendental, and other kinds of numbers. 
Let us look at the effect the arithmetization of geometry has on the basic language 
of Book X, such as I have described it so far. We have the assigned line a, so let 
us take that as the assigned unit line (and many commentators do indeed. refer to 
it as such). Thereafter, instead of referring to lines b, c, . . . , x, y, we refer to 
their lengths p, y, . . . , 5, r], numbers; and instead of referring to geometrical 
areas B, C, . . . , X, Y, we refer to their numerical areas, again numbers. So the 
essential geometrical difference between lines and areas that underlies Book X is 
not immediately captured by these formulae that are used to describe it. Worse: 
we see that the length of expressible line can be either a rational number or the 
square root of a nonsquare rational number; an expressible area is a rational 
number; and a medial area is the square root of a nonsquare rational number. So 
we cannot immediately distinguish between expressible lines, expressible areas, 
and medial areas in these formulae. 
If we have faith that Book X is doing something worth investigating and we want 
to try to understand just what it is, then the translation into the language we use 
to understand it should, at the very least, be able to represent clearly and without 
confusion the basic features of Euclid’s text. In a choice between convenience for 
us and fidelity to Euclid, the second consideration should surely be paramount. 
So, while I think that an arithmetical interpretation can lead to insights into the 
mathematical problem that Euclid is exploring, I also feel that, if we are to under- 
stand Euclid’s treatment, this arithmetized way of thinking may be a hindrance. 
And so also may be the complications caused by the translation of rheros and 
afogos as rational and irrational, respectively. 
6. THE CLASSIFICATION OF BOOK X, AND ITS USE IN BOOK XIII 
Choose and fix some expressible height h; and wherever there is a sum of two 
lines or two areas, always write the larger one first. 
Propositions 36 to 72 of Book X describe properties of certain sums of pairs of 
lines or areas; then a parallel set of Propositions 73 to 110 describe precisely 
analogous properties of their differences. Propositiqn 12 corresponds to Proposition 
(n + 37) for 36 5 n 5 70; then Proposition 71, on an expressible area plus a medial 
area, splits into Propositions 108 (expressible minus medial) and 109 (medial minus 
expressible); and 72 (medial plus medial) corresponds to 110 (medial minus medial). 
Anyone who understands one of any of these pairs can immediately understand 
the other. Therefore I need only consider Propositions 36 to 72 here. 
Propositions 36 to 70 then split into 5 blocks of 6 and one block of 5 propositions 
(Propositions 67 deals with two cases in one). If we understand the first proposition 
of each block properly, we can step through the rest almost automatically. So we 
need only understand five propositions- 36, 42, 48, 54, and 60-and Definitions 
47/48 to understand all of this material! 
The geometrical configurations needed for all of these propositions, 36-l 10, are 
given in Fig. 2, on the left for addition, the right for subtraction. This composite 
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(a) 
1-Y YZ II 2 =.Y 
- 4+- 
tb(lY-i.tli_*l.*.bl h h.b=x=+y==h.u+ h.v ; i 
h.c = 2r.y ; 
I 
A C D B A C D B 
- bf?. Y_ b/2 - -b/2- bYr- 
c&2--- ---d-2- 
-iI -- Y) -II - Y* 
FIG. 2. After [Taisbak 1982, 40 and 421, to be read in conjunction with Table I. 
figure, read in conjunction with Table I, will describe how the procedure works; 
and together they comprise what can, I think, properly be called “the geometrical 
quintessence of Book X.” They are.due to Taisbak (see his [1982,40,42, and SO]), 
and the version given here is reproduced, with minor corrections and adjustments, 
from [Fowler 1987, 178-1791. 
BASIC PROPOSITION ON ADDITION (VI 28, X 16/17, 17, 18, 59160). Let q = x + 
y. Zf w is the width of q2 with respect to the height h, q2 = h.w, then w can be 
written 
w=b+c, where h.b = x2 + y2 and h.c = 2x.y. 
Conversely, given w = b + c, then q = flw can be written 
q=x+y, where x2 + y2 = h.b and 2x.y = h.c. 
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TABLE I 
Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Class of 
w = b f c b&dor x2= y*= x’fy’= 2x.y= Name of Name of 
b(Lc h&b h&c u&v h.u h.o h.b h.c 4+ =x+y q-=x-y 
1 e C 
: c c 
ew exp ev med binomial 
2 med, med, med, exp first bimedial 
3 (I: c c med, med, med, medz second bimedial 
4 c CL 
4 
ew med major 
5 c c med exp side of an 
expressible plus a 
medial area 
6 c c c med, med, side of a sum of two 
medial areas 
apotome 
first apotome of a 
medial 
second apotome of a 
medial 
minor 
that which produces 
with an expressible 
area a medial area 
that which produces 
with a medial area a 
medial whole 
Note. After [Taisbak 1982, SO]. to be read in conjunction with Fig. 2: II + u = b, 11.” = (c/2)?, and b(Lc; C = “is 
commensurable with,” C = “is not commensurable with”; exp = “expressible,” med = “medial,” and. in each 
row, terms with suffixes are commensurable if and only if the suffixes are equal. Read from left to right for (r -+ s); 
from right to left for (s --) r). 
Note that, in these expressions, b L c and x z y, by the convention stated at the 
beginning of this section. This detail is essential. 
Proof. If q = x + y, then q* = x2 + y* + 2x.y (Fig. Z(a+) and II 4). Now construct 
the following rectangles and arrange them as in Fig. 2(b+): h.u = x2; h.u = y*, with 
u + u = b; and h.c = 2x.y. Since x’ + y’ = (x - y)’ + 2x.y (Fig. 2 (a-)), we have 
x2 + y2 > 2x.y, i.e., b > c. 
Conversely, given w  = b + c and h.w = q’, we first find how to write b = u + 
v such that h.u = x2, h.v = y2, and x.y = 4h.c. 
Let us explore these relations. Since x.y is the mean proportion between x2 and 
y* (see the discussions of (53/54) and (25,27, and 28), above), 4h.c will be the mean 
proportion between h.u and h.u, so c/2 will be the mean proportion between u and 
u, so U.U = (~/2)~. Hence we must solve the geometric problem u + u = b, u.u = 
(c/2)*. This is precisely the problem of elliptical application of areas, introduced in 
Book X at 16/17, 17, and 18. Proposition 17 states, with my additions: 
If there are two unequal straight lines [b and cl, and to the greater [b] 
there be applied a parallelogram [here a rectangle] equal to the fourth 
part of the square on the less [i.e., u.u = c*/4] and deficient (elleipon) 
by a square figure [i.e., u + u = b] and . . . . 
The solution of this problem is given at VI 28; it requires a condition (diorismos) 
which here becomes that (c/2)* must not be greater than (b/2)2, precisely the 
hypothesis of our proposition. We therefore follow the procedure of VI 28, which 
is set out in Fig. 2(c+): Bisect AB = b at C, construct the square on BC, (b/2)*, 
and the square with side CD = d/2* where (d/2)* = (b/2)* - (c/2)*, so that b/2 is 
the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle with shorter sides c/2 and d/2. But then 
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P + Q + R = BC2 - DC2 = (b/2)2 - (d/2)2 = (c/2)‘, 
while 
P + Q + R = S + R since P + Q = S; 
hence S + R is our required elliptical application of (~/2)~ to AB. So AD = u and 
DB = u is the required splitting of AB = b. 
Finally, we construct x ’ = h.u and y2 = h.u on the same diagonal, as in Fig. 2 
(a+), and verify immediately that q = x + y gives the required decomposition of 
the square. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (17, 18). With these notations, u is commensurable with u if and 
only if b is commensurable with d. 
Proof. See Fig. 2 (c+,,_): u = b/2 + d/2, u = b/2 - d/2 hence b = u + u and 
d=u-v. 
Call d = w  the square difference of b and c; Euclid’s terminology is 
described in [Heath 1926 III, 431. 
This basic proposition describes the interplay of the following two fundamental 
moves around which Book X is constructed: 
. Given a line w, convert the rectangle h.w into a square q2 and take its side: 
q = G I shall refer to th’ 1s manipulation as (r + s), for rectangle + square. 
. Given a line q, take the width of q2 with respect to the height h, q2 = h.w. This 
is (s + r). 
In Propositions 48 to 59, w  = b + c runs through a subclassification of binomial 
lines into six different kinds, and the operation (r --, s), q = x + y, generates the 
six named additive alogoi lines. (There is a slightly confusing detail at the begin- 
ning, that the first kind of binomial b + c will generate a binomial x + y; so we 
only get five new names of alogoi lines.) But Euclid does not set out the theory 
this way. Instead, he presents us, stone cold, with the ingredients x and y of the 
new alogoi in Propositions 31 to 35, defines these alogoi in 36 to 41, explores their 
properties in 42 to 47, introduces the subclassification of binomials in Definitions 
47/48 and Propositions 48 to 53; and only then explains what he is doing when the 
operations (r + s) surface in 54 to 59 and (s + r) in 60 to 65. 
We start this program with a geometrical version of our opening exploration of 
(d[ + dq)2 = (5 + v + 2d\/5~) = (j3 + y) in Section 2. Compare the two ap- 
proaches! 
(Defs. 47148.1; 54, 60) Zf the square on a binomial q = x + y is applied to an 
expressible height h, its width will be a binomial w  = b + c in which the expressible 
lines b and c satisfy; b is commensurable with h; c is incommensurable with h; 
and d = w  is commensurable with b. Such a binomial will be called a first 
binomial with respect to h. 
Conversely, if w  = b + c is a first binomial with respect to h, then the square 
side of h.(b + c) will be a binomial. 
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Proof. See Fig. 2(+): we have (x + Y)~ = h.(b + c), where h.b = 2 + y2, 
h.c = 2x.y, x2 = h.u, y2 = h.v, b = u + u, and d = u - u. Suppose, first, that 
x + y is a binomial; then x and y are expressible lines, so x2 and y2 are expressible 
areas, so h.b = x2 + y2 is expressible, so b is expressible and commensurable with 
h. Similarly h.d = x2 - y* is expressible so d is also expressible and commensurable 
with h. Finally, since x and y are incommensurable, x.y is medial, so 2x.y = h.c 
is medial, so c is expressible and incommensurable with h. So b + c is a first 
binomial with respect to h. 
Conversely, if b + c is a first binomial with respect to h, then u = f (b + d) and 
u = &(b - d) are also commensurable with h. So x2 = h.u and y2 = h.u are 
expressible areas, so x and y are expressible lines; and since 2x.y = h.c is medial, 
x and y are incommensurable. So x + y is a binomial line. Q.E.D. 
This proof is summarized in the column heading and top line of Table I. The 
remaining five lines correspond to the five possible other relations of (in)commen- 
surability that can hold between h, b, and d, which will generate the remaining 
five classes of binomials with respect to h. 
Abbreviate “is commensurable with” as C, and “is not commensurable with” 
as C. 
(47/48) SECOND DEFINITIONS. There are the following six mutually exclusive 
classes of binomials: 
1 St hCb & h&z & bCd 
2 nd hCb & h(Cc & bCd 
3 rd hCb 8z h(Cc & bCd 
4’h hCb & hQJc & b(Cd 
Sh h(Cb & hCc dz b(Cd 
Uh hcb & hC.c & bQld 
If w  = b + c belongs to the kth class (or order), it will be called a k” binomial with 
respect to h [18]. 
I shall call this the subclassification of binomials with respect to h; it is set out 
in columns 1 to 3 of Table I. Can all cases be realized? (For example, we cannot 
have hCb, hCc, bCd, since b + c is not then a binomial.) We must check that the 
following is possible: 
(48 to 53) To find a kth binomial with respect to h. 
In the narrow sense, these propositions are satisfied by a set of examples such 
as are listed in Table II; but again Euclid gives a general method in each case, 
starting from the general constructions purportedly given in Lemma 28129 (but see 
[121). 
Now read the caption of Table I and the headings of its columns. We have 
proved that: 
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TABLE II 
TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF THE SIX ADDITIVE AND SUBTRACTIVE LINES, WITH RESPECT TO THE 
HEIGHT h = d 
Name of the side of the square 
binomial or apotome 
first bimedial or first apotome of medial 
second bimedial or second apotome of a medial 
major or minor 
side of an expressible plus a medial area or that, etc. 
6 (fiktij- (gfl+fi2”+flr side of the sum of two medial areas or that, etc. 
Nom. The letter a has been omitted throughout for typographical convenience. For example, m + 3 = 
~+~2~ j IS to be interpreted as “the rectangle contained by fid + 3a and d is equal to the square on 
6% + -JxEl.- 
. The entries in columns 1 and 6, and in columns 2 and 7, are equivalent, 
including the subscripts. 
. The entries in columns 3, 4, and 5 imply those in column 6, in rows 1 to 3. 
It will be straightforward to read the table from left to right; this gives the process 
(r ---, s) which corresponds to Propositions 54 to 59, described below, and yields 
the five new alogoi lines. In order to read the table from right to left, (s -+ r), 
Propositions 60 to 65, we need the definitions of these new types of lines, which 
are given within Propositions 36 to 41. And Table II gives some examples of these 
new alogoi lines. 
Here are the details. The process goes like clockwork. 
(37, 55, 61) Zf w = b + c is a 2nd binomial with respect to h, then x and y 
are medial, commensurable-in-square-only, and contain an expressible rectangle. 
Such a line q = x + y is called a first bimedial, and it is alogos. 
Conversely, if q is a first bimedial, w is a 2nd binomial with respect to h. 
Proof. See row 2: if w  is a 2nd binomial, x2 + y2 is medial (col. 6); u and v are 
commensurable (col. 3), so x2 = h.u and y2 = h.v are commensurable (~01s. 4 and 
5); but neither x2 nor y2 can be expressible (since their sum is medial), so x2, y2, 
and x2 + y2 are medial and mutally commensurable. So x and y are medial, and 
commensurable-in-square-only, since x.y is expressible. And (x + Y)~ = x2 + y2 
+ 2x.y is the sum of a medial and an expressible area, so is alogos. 
Conversely, if q is a first bimedial, ~01s. 4, 5, and 7 hold by definition, and col. 
6 follows immediately. But these imply the properties in ~01s. 1-3. Q.E.D. 
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(38, 56, 62). Zf w is a 3rd binomial with respect to h, then x and y are medial, 
commensurable-in-square-only, and contain a medial rectangle. Such a line q = 
x + y is called a second bimedial, and it is alogos. 
Conversely, if q is a second bimedial, w is a 3rd binomial with respect to h. 
Proof. See row 3: as in the previous proposition, x2, y2, and x2 + y* are 
medial and mutually commensurable. But this time x.y = 4 h.c is medial and 
incommensurable with x2 + y’ = h.b. So (x + Y)~ = x2 + y2 + 2x.y is the sum 
of incommensurable medial areas, so q is alogos and not medial. So x and y are 
commensurable-in-square-only. 
Conversely, again, ~01s. 6 and 7 imply ~01s. 1 and 2. Also, since the areas in 
~01s. 4 and 5 are commensurable, this implies col. 3. Q.E.D. 
(39,57,63) Zf w is a 4th binomial with respect to h, then x andy are incommensu- 
rable-in-square and such that x’ + y2 is expressible and x.y is medial. Such a line 
q = x + y is called a major, and it is alogos. 
Conversely, etc. 
Proof. Surely clear from row 4! 
(40,58,64) Zf w is a 5th binomial with respect to h, then x and y are incommensu- 
rable-in-square and such that x2 + y’ is medial and x.y is expressible. Such a line 
q = x + y is called the side of an expressible plus a medial area, and it is alogos. 
Conversely, etc. 
Proof. Clear, even to the description of the names, from row 5. 
(41,59,65) Zf w is a 6th binomial with respect to h, then x andy are incommensu- 
rable-in-square and such that x2 + y2 and x.y are incommensurable and both 
medial. Such a line q = x + y is called the side of a sum of two [incommensurable] 
medial areas, and it is alogos. 
Conversely, etc. 
Proof. See row 6: we need only verify that x2 + y2 = h.b and 2x.y = h.c are 
incommensurable. But b is, as always, incommensurable with c. Q.E.D. 
We now prove 
(42 to 47) Each of these alogos line q can be expressed in only one way as a 
sum, x + y, satisfying the descriptions in columns 6 and 7 of Table I. 
We use 
LEMMA (41/42). Zf x + y = x1 + y, with x > x,, then x2 + y2 > xf + y:. 
Proof.Writex+y=2s, x-s=d,andx,-s=d,;thend>d,.Wenow 
have exactly the configuration of II 5, so x.y + d2 = s* = x,.y, + d:. Hence x.y 
< x,.y,, and since x2 + y2 + 2x.y = XT + y: + 2x,.y,, we see that x2 + y2 > XT 
+ Y:. Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Proposition. Consider first the case of the binomial. Suppose q = 
x + y = x, + y, , both binomials. If x and x, are not equal suppose x > x1. Then 
x* + y2 + 2x.y = x: + y: + 2x.y,, and, by the lemma, (x2 + y*) > <xi + y:). 
Hence (x2 + y2) - (xi + yi) = 2x,.y, - 2x.y. But this left-hand side is expressible, 
while the right-hand side is not, which is not possible. 
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A similar argument is given by Euclid for any q in rows 2,4, and 5: look at ~01s. 
6 and 7. However the following argument, given by Euclid for rows 3 and 6, will, 
in fact, deal with all of the rows 2 to 6: 
Let q = x + y be any of the alogoi lines from rows 2 to 6 and suppose, as above, 
that q = x + y = x, + y, with x > x, . Then, by the operation (s --, r) of Propositions 
60 to 65, q2 = h.w, where w  is a binomial, which we can express as 
w  = b + c with h.b = x2 + y’and h.c = 2x.y, or 
w  = b, + c, with h.b, = XT + y:. 
Hence b > b, , by the lemma just proved; and thus w  has been written as a binomial 
in two different ways, which contradicts the result already proved for binomials. 
Q.E.D. 
It is a basic feature of expressible and medial lines that a line commensurable 
with an expressible line is also expressible, with a medial is also medial. Euclid 
proves, in Propositions 66 to 70, that this applies to the other additive alogoi lines, 
also including, in 66, that a line commensurable with a kth binomial is also a kth 
binomial. It is also a basic feature of expressible and medial lines that the same 
obtains for commensurability-in-square, and Euclid ought to have proved that this 
applies to the other alogoi lines also, for he appears to use it in XIII 18, as I shall 
explain later. (But this property does not apply to the subclassification of binomials 
[19].) And, at the same time, we can prove that the lines are divided in the same 
ratio [20]. So we have 
(66, strengthened) A line commensurable with a kth binomial with respect to h 
is also a kth binomial with respect to h, and is divided in the same ratio. 
(66 to 70, strengthened) A line (commensurable or) commensurable-in-square 
with any of the additive alogos lines of Table I, col. 8, is the same kind of alogos 
line, and is divided in the same ratio. 
Proofs. It is straightforward to see that a line w, commensurable with a kth 
binomial w  = b + c is also a kth binomial divided in the same ratio (i.e., w, = 
b, + c, with b :c = b, : c,; so b: b, = c :c, = (b + c): (b, + c,). And it is also 
obvious why this does not apply to commensurability-in-square, since the width 
of the square on any binomial applied to h is a 1st binomial with respect to h. 
Now suppose q, is commensurable-in-square with some alogos line q = x + y 
of col. 8, so qf = h.w, is commensurable with q* = h.(b + c); so b + c is a binomial 
and w, is commensurable with b + c; and so, by what we have just proved, w, is 
also a binomial, w, = b, + c, , in the same class and divided in the same ratio. So 
q, = x, + y, will be the same kind of alogos line as q. Moreover (x + y)*: (x, + 
y,)* = (b + c): (b, + c,) = b: b, = c :c,. We also have (x2 + y2): (xf + y:) = 
h.b : h.b, and 2x.y : 2x,.y, = h.c : h.c,, from which we easily deduce that x: y = 
XI :Yl. 
Q.E.D. 
Propositions 71 and 72 give a complete answer to the part of the final exercise 
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of Section 4 above which deals with addition. I give 72 first, for its enunciation is 
a little startiing: 
(72) The side of the sum of two incommensurable medial areas either is the side 
of the sum of two medial areas, or is a second bimedial! (The first alternative is, 
of course, the name of the additive alogos line in row 6 of Table II.) 
Proof. Let B and C be incommensurable medial areas: apply both to h, B = h.b, 
C = h.c in the configuration of Fig. 2(b+). Then hCb, h(Cc, and b(cc. Either bed, 
and b + c is a 6th binomial, so q = k%(b + c) = I&? is the side of the sum 
of two medial areas; or bCd, so b + c is a 3rd binomial, and m is a second 
bimedial . Q.E.D. 
We see that the second case is a special case of the first. Nowadays we might 
be inclined to explain what is going on: “The side of the sum . . . is, in general, 
the line called ‘the side of the sum of two medial areas’; in particular cases, it is 
the line called a second bimedial [21].” There is also: 
(71) The side of the sum of an expressible and medial area is either. . . . 
We have, I think, now covered all propositions up to 72; hence, by applying our 
knowledge to the subtractive cases, we have also covered 73 to 110, and so have 
described all of the additive and subtractive alogoi lines of ~01s. 8 and 9 of Table 
I; and also the subdivision of the binomials and apotomes into six classes each; 
and the medial line. We need once again to check that they are all different. We 
start with 
(111) No binomial is commensurable with any apotome. 
Proof, by contradiction. Suppose q = x + y = x, - y,, where x and y, and x, 
and y, are pairs of incommensurable expressible lines. Write q* = h.w, then w  = 
b + c = b, - cl, where b + c is a 1”’ binomial and b, - c, a 1”’ apotome; so b 
and b, are both commensurable with h, and c and c, are both incommensurable 
with h. Suppose b < b, ; then c = (b, - b) -c,, so the expressible line c has been 
written as an apotome, which is impossible. The case b > b, is identical. 
Q.E.D. 
We see immediately that this result also holds for commensurability-in-square. 
And we then use this result as a bridge to prove 
(72/73 dz 11 l/l 12, strengthened). The thirteen classes of alogoi lines, (medial, 
binomial, apotome, jirst bimedial,$rst apotome of a medial, . . .) are all disjoint; 
and any line that is commensurable or commensurable-in-square with a line in a 
given class is also in that class. 
There is some scholarly discussion over whether Propositions 112 to 115 are 
later interpolations into the manuscripts or not. However, since I am leaving aside 
all but the most blatant textual questions, we now go on to consider them. 
(112, 113) Zf an expressible area e* is applied to a binomial (or apotome) height, 
its width will be an apotome (or binomial) the terms of which are commensurable 
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with the corresponding terms of the binomial (apotome), and in the same ratio, 
and this apotome (binomial) will be of the same order as the binomial (apotome) 
with respect to any given expressible line h. 
(114) Zf (b + c) is a binomial, (f - g) an apotome, b and f, and c and g are 
commensurable, and b :c = f:g, then (b -t c).(f - g) is expressible. 
The arithmetical versions of these results are simple variations on the identity 
(p - y) (p + y) = (p2 - r2), but the intricacies of Euclid’s proofs illustrate the 
increasing divergence between the arithmetical and geometrical points of view 
[22]. I explain here the proof of 112 in detail: 
Proofof 112. Suppose the expressible area e* is applied to the binomial (b + c) 
as height, so ez = (b + c).f, then its width f will be alogos. We shall try to find g 
so that f = (f + g) - g displays that f is an apotome. (This procedure is familiar 
from Euclid’s treatment of apotomes, where g is called the annex off; see, for 
example, Propositions 79 to 84.) So we need to find the appropriate expressible 
line (f + g) bigger than f. Various possibilities suggest themselves: to apply e2 to 
b or to c, or to b - c, and take its width. I leave the reader to explore the first and 
third alternatives, which appear to me to lead nowhere; here, following Euclid, 
we pursue the second. 
If e2 is applied to c, its width will be expressible, commensurable with c, and 
bigger than f; so write it asf + g, . Then 
e” = c.(f + g,) = (b + c).f. 
Hence 
(b + c) : c = (f + gl) :f 
and so, separando, 
b:c = g,:f. 
Unfortunately, in the resulting expression, f = cf + g,) - g, 
. g, = cf + g,) - f is the difference between an expressible and an afogos 
line, so is alogos, and 
. WedonothaveCf+ g,):g, = b:c. 
So try again. We first deal with the second condition by finding g, such that 
(f + g,) : g, = b : c, so also = g, :f, and so too = (f + g, + g2) : cf + g2). 
[We are now at [Heath 1926 III, 244.11-181.1 Rearranging the order of this, 
(f+gl+gd:(f+gJ=(f+gJ:gz=b:c=g,:f, 
and we see a continued proportion in the first two terms, so (by VI 19, for squares), 
(f + g1 + g2)’ : cf + &?,I2 = v + g, + g2) : g, 
and also = (j’ + g2)2 : gi 
and also = b2 : c2, which are commensurable. 
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Hence cf + g, + g,)Cg*, so cf + g,)Cg,, and since cf + g,)Cc, we see that 
g,Cc; hence also g, is expressible. Further, since cf + g2)2Cg:, df + g2) is also ex- 
pressible; and since bQlc, cf + g,)Cg,. Hence f = cf + g2) - g, is indeed an apo- 
tome with annex g2, divided into the same ratio as the binomial b + c. Moreover 
cf + g2) : b = g2 : c, where g,C,, so the terms of cf + g2) - g, are commensur- 
able with the terms of b + c. Finally, Proposition 14 completes the verification 
that b + c and (g + g2) - g, belong to the same class with respect to any ex- 
pressible line h. Q.E.D. 
The proof of 113 runs exactly parallel to this [23]. And I recommend readers to 
construct their own proof of 114 before working carefully through Euclid’s proof, 
and then to ponder on any discrepancies between the two lines of thought. Euclid 
concludes 114 with a porism: 
(114/115) An expressible area can be contained by alogoi lines. 
But we have already seen, in Proposition 25, that this happens for two appro- 
priate medial lines. 
After Proposition 115 (on higher order medials; see the end of Section 4), the 
manuscripts of Book X end with a ragbag of unnumbered material, almost certainly 
interpolated: alternate proofs of Propositions 115, 106, and 107; two longwinded 
proofs that the side of a square is incommensurable with its diagonal [24]; and 
constructions of incommensurable plane and solid figures. All of this is relegated 
into an appendix by Heiberg (see [Stamatis 1972, 228-2361) and most of it is not 
mentioned in [Heath 19261. 
Consider now the applications of Book X in Book XIII, in Propositions 6, 11, 
16, 17, and 18. I shall proceed by taking skeleton quotations, slightly paraphrased, 
from Heath’s translation of the proofs of these propositions, reading, as always, 
“rational” and “irrational” as “expressible” and “alogos” respectively, and 
altering the labels of the lines to which these proofs refer, replacing them by the 
letters that have been used uniformly throughout this section and in Fig. 2 and 
Table I. Further comments, and page and line references to [Heath 1926 III], are 
placed in square brackets. 
(XIII 6) Zf an expressible straight line be cut in extreme and mean ratio, each 
of the segments is the alogos straight line called apotome. 
[Proof.] Let h be an expressible straight line, let it be cut in extreme and mean 
ratio, and let g be the greater segment; I say that each of g, h-g is the alogos 
straight line called apotome. For . . . (th + g)” = S(lh)’ [by XIII 11. Therefore 
. . . (4h + g) is expressible . . . and incommensurable in length with $h; therefore 
. . . g[= (fh + g) - fh] is an apotome. Again . . . h.(h - g) = g2 [this is the 
basic property of extreme and mean ratio]. Therefore the square on the apotome 
g, if applied to the expressible straight line h, produces (h - g) as breadth. But 
the square on an apotome, if applied to an expressible straight line, produces as 
breadth [i.e., width] a first apotome [with respect to that line]; therefore (h - g) 
is a first apotome [with respect to hl. . . . Q.E.D. 
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Next, we consider the side of a pentagon inscribed in a circle. 
(XIII 11) Zf in a circle which has its diameter expressible an equilateral pentagon 
be inscribed, the side of the pentagon is the alogos straight line called minor. 
[In the first half of the proof, a configuration is set up in which, in the attached 
figure, B is a vertex of the pentagon inscribed in a circle of diameter BH, F is the 
center of the circle, FK = +BH, and M is the intersection with the diagonal of the 
M F K H 
I , 1 
1 
- 9,3+ 
b * 
-c- 
pentagon perpendicular to BH. The geometry of the pentagon is then explored 
quantitatively; but it is not pointed out before the final lines of the proof that this 
exploration implies that the square on the side of the pentagon is equal to the 
rectangle BH.BM. Euclid therefore proves that BM = BK - KM is a fourth 
apotome with respect to BH. So let BH = h, BK = b, KM = c, so BM = b - c, 
and now pick up the proof at r463.211.1 Therefore c* = 5(h/8)*, . . . therefore c is 
expressible. And . . . b = 5(h/8) therefore . . . b is incommensurable in length 
with c. And each of them is expressible. Therefore 6, c are expressible straight 
lines commensurable in square only, [464] . . . therefore b - c is an apotome and 
c is the annex to it. I say next that b - c is also a fourth apotome [with respect 
to h]. Let . . . d* = b* - cz; therefore. . . . [There follows a proof that BK is 
commensurable with BH; but this was already proved, in effect, at the beginning. 
Continuing:] . . . therefore b2 has to c* the ratio which 5 has to 1. Therefore, 
conuertendo, b* has to d* the ratio which 5 has to 4, and this is not the ratio which 
a square number has to a square number; therefore b is incommensurable with d 
. . . therefore b - c is a fourth apotome. But the rectangle contained by a rational 
straight line and a fourth apotome is alogos, and its square side [25] is alogos, and 
called minor. . . . Q.E.D. 
The classification of the edge of the icosahedron appeals to this result for the 
pentagon: 
(XIII 16) To constru.ct an icosahedron and comprehend it in a sphere, like the 
aforesaid figures; and to prove that the side of the icosahedron is the alogos 
straight line called minor. 
Let the diameter . . . of the given sphere be set out . . . [five pages later] . . . 
therefore the icosahedron has been comprehended in the given sphere. [486.1] I 
say next that the side of the icosahedron is the alogos straight line called minor. 
For, since the diameter of the sphere is expressible, and the square on it is five 
times the square on the radius of the circle EFGHK, therefore the radius of the 
circle EFGHK is also expressible; hence its diameter is expressible. But, if an 
equilateral pentagon be inscribed in a circle which has its diameter expressible, 
the side of the pentagon is the alogos straight line called minor. And the side of 
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the pentagon EFGHK is the side of the icosahedron. Therefore the side of the 
icosahedron is the alogos straight line called minor. . . . Q.E.D. 
Similarly, the classification of the dodecahedron appeals to the result for the 
extreme and mean ratio; I leave the reader to work out the details in XIII 17. 
Finally we have 
(XIII IS) To set out the sides of thefivefigures and to compare them to one 
another. . . . [506.22] Therefore the square on the side of the pyramid is four- 
thirds of the square on the side of the octahedron, and double of the square on 
the side of the cube; and the square on the side of the octahedron is one and a 
half times the square on the side of the cube. The said sides, therefore, of the 
three figures, I mean the pyramid, the octahedron, and the cube, are to one 
another in expressible ratios. But the remaining two, I mean the sides of the 
icosahedron and the side of the dodecahedron, are not in expressible ratios either 
to one another or to the aforesaid sides; for they are alogos, the one being minor 
and the other apotome. 
As was pointed out in the discussion of X 66 to 70, the result of this final sentence 
is not proved in Book X, but it is easy to extend the proofs of 103, 105, and 11 l/ 
112 to cover it. 
In addition to these explicit references to Book X in Book XIII, there are several 
other propositions which may well be implicitly related to the classification: For 
a typical example: 
(XIII 12, supplemented) If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, the 
square on the side of the triangle is triple of the square on the radius of the circle 
[and so, if the radius is expressible, then also is the side of the triangle]. 
Similar inferences follow immediately from Propositions 1 to 4 and 12 to 15; and 
most of the remaining results of Book XIII establish intermediate steps in the 
proofs of all of these results. 
This completes our reading of Euclid. The only other surviving use that is made 
of the Book X classification is found in Pappus, Collection IV; it is described in 
[Heath 1926 III, 9-101. And both Proclus and Pappus report that Apollonius 
worked with the so-called “unordered alogoi”; for quotations and discussions, 
also see [Heath 1926 III, 10 and 255-2591. 
7. SECOND INTERLUDE: SURD QUANTITIES AND ALOGOZ 
MAGNITUDES, II 
In this section, I illustrate two complementary techniques commonly used by 
historians of mathematics. Given a piece of mathematics from the past we can 
either use subsequent developments, familiar and perhaps natural to use, to illumi- 
nate this past fragment; or we can project it into its future as known to us, 
preserving as far as possible what we perceive to be its essential characteristics, 
and try to understand it on its own terms, but set in a wider context. Of course, 
there is a spectrum, and rarely, if ever, do we get a pure example of these extremes. 
Both techniques, I believe, are useful in the armory of the historian: the first can 
bring penetrating illumination with a risk of distortion close at hand; the second 
brings understanding, with the risk of the logic of future developments being 
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confused with the dynamic of the historical process. Indeed, in extreme cases, it 
may happen that these future developments have nothing to do with the context 
of the fragment we are investigating, as they might have been conceived at that 
lost past moment of time. 
For our example of Book X, the future holds the still continuing process of 
arithmetization of science [26], the development of symbolic algebra, the explora- 
tions of different kinds of numbers, and, of course, a greater understanding of 
geometry. Already we are well into questions of interpretation. Proceding yet 
further: if the construction of logical deductive systems is a relevant context for 
Book X-and Aristotle’s interest in logic might encourage us to believe that-then 
the later elaborations of such systems may be relevant; or if, as I believe, the 
exploration of anthyphairesis may lie behind some Greek mathematics, including 
Book X, then future developments in the study of continued fractions become 
relevant. 
Let me restrict my discussion here to the influence of future developments in 
arithmetization and symbolic algebra on our understanding of the subject matter 
of Book X. We can use these now familiar techniques to gain our first understanding 
of Book X and an immediate access into our topic: two pages of introduction in 
Section 2 will provide a scaffolding that will help a modern reader in their first 
explorations and give a vantage point for some kinds of understanding. For exam- 
ple, this arithmetization leads to the formula 
and the right-hand side of this shouts out that whatever corresponds to 
w  should play an important role in the investigation, and that the behavior 
we are exploring will be simplified when whatever corresponds to this term can 
combine with the other term J/3. This helps us understand the role of the square 
side d = -and the relation between rows 1 and 4,2 and 5, and 3 and 6 of 
Table I that we saw so startlingly displayed in our enunciation of Proposition 72. 
But, like all scaffolding, this kind of understanding is made to be superseded and 
dismantled. 
Heath’s commentary to his translation provides a good illustration of what can 
happen if we cling too long to this kind of scaffold; and I choose this example 
because everybody must agree that Heath’s translation and presentation of this 
text is magnificent [27], but surely nobody could now defend the description in his 
notes to book X as being historically viable or even illuminating. But it is faithful 
to an arithmetized view of Euclid’s program, in some senses more faithful than 
(*). Let me explain. 
As I observed in Section 2, formula (*) misrepresents Euclid’s approach by 
conflating the treatments of addition and subtraction into one formula. Heath’s 
approach keeps them separate; and Euclid’s procedure, as described here in the 
Basic Proposition on Addition of Section 6, arithmetized, is as follows: Given 
p + y, then write G = 5 + r), where e2 + q2 = p, 2&q = y. In geometrical 
terms, this was a problem in the application of areas, and it was solved in Fig. 2 
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(b and c); but in these arithmetical terms, we have a pair of equations for 6 and q. 
All the symbols now represent numbers, so we can manipulate them freely to get 
p - pt2 + y214 = 0, 
a biquadratic equation for 4 or q; and (*) corresponds to the resulting real and 
positive values of 5 + 7. But this procedure does not yet capture the nuances of 
rationality and irrationality that Euclid explores, so Heath goes on to elaborate his 
scaffolding to incorporate those details. The resulting rebarbative structure is 
irrelevant to Euclid and pointless as a piece of mathematics in its own right [28]. 
So let us ignore Heath’s description; let us try to keep our use of formula (*) in 
check, and not let these artifices hide our confrontation with Euclid’s text. But 
that is not yet enough! If we still, nevertheless, maintain an arithmetical way 
of thinking, and still interpret Book X in terms of dealing with manipulating, 
understanding, and simplifying surd quantities, then there are some strange anoma- 
lies. Here are some: 
. Why does the classification not differentiate between examples like [29] 
and 
on the basis of the evident difference in the form of their right-hand sides-both 
of these are sides of 6th binomials (with respect to an implied expressible line h = 
a), and so are “sides of the sum of two medial areas”-and why does it distinguish, 
instead, between these kinds of lines, and, for example, the sides of the 5th 
binomial, the sides of a medial plus an expressible area, for example 
and 
or the similar-looking major lines, the sides of 4th binomials? 
We may express this another way, by asking 
. Why does the classification show no interest in the lines x and y into which 
the 4th, 5th, and 6th lines divide, even though these lines can be described within 
the classification [30]? 
. Why does there seem to be no interest in the quantitative aspects of geometry, 
the very numbers that occur in examples like this, either in Book X or elsewhere 
in the Elements? 
The effect of exploring quadratic surds is to concentrate our attention on ques- 
tions like these and so, since these phenomena seem to be irrelevant to the purpose 
of Book X, to distract our attention from it. And this kind of preoccupation may 
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be (I here state this possibility no more strongly than that) a reason why Book X 
is generally seen in gratuitous exercise, a cul-de-sac, a motiveless exercise in 
deductive argument [3 I], for there is something comically pointless in “explaining” 
the square root of a surd in terms of the sum or difference of the square roots of 
two more complicated-looking surds, with a further promise of an infinite cascade 
of such “explanations” as we continue substituting this procedure into its own 
right-hand side [32]. 
Contrast that with the kind of understanding I have been trying to promote here. 
We, today, are familiar with symbolic algebra or, if not, have all the opportunity 
to inform ourselves, and we know how supple an instrument it can be for condens- 
ing or organizing information. The first problem in understanding Book X is that 
of organizing this monolithic block of material, physically and mentally, into 
something manageable. So let us try to create a symbolic language to help us. 
Even better, if we can take an already existing language, let us try to interpret it 
in a way that corresponds to what seems to be Euclid’s way of understanding 
things. I find this very helpful. This may be a personal matter; my readers who do 
not find it helpful should translate the symbolic language back into words, or into 
their own preferred shorthand. So, indeed, should everybody; exercises like this 
will lead to yet further understanding! 
But, as I said in the introduction, I shall not enter further into any details of the 
interpretation of Book X here [33]. 
8. EUCLID’S TREATMENT 
Few people today can find a kind word to say about Euclid’s exposition, no 
matter how much they may elsewhere praise the austere wonder of the mature 
synthetic style of exposition that we find in Archimedes and Apollonius [34]. So 
let me try to offer two small crumbs of justification on his behalf. 
The first feature I want to discuss is the way the first explanation of the additive 
alogoi lines is deferred until Propositions 54 to 59. The complications this causes 
are particularly acute in the case of the lines of rows 4 to 6: we get arcane 
examples constructed in Propositions 33 to 35 (and the relation of these lines to the 
classification of Book X, when it is eventually developed, will never be explored 
by Euclid); then these lines are used in the bizarre Propositions cum Definitions 
39 to 41; explored further in Propositions 45 to 47; then left on one side. Some 
completely new distinctions are introduced in Definitions 47/48 and explored in 
Propositions 48 to 53. Only then, as I say, is the mechanism revealed. The exposi- 
tion would be greatly simplified if the binomial and apotome lines were defined 
along with the medial somewhere around Proposition 20; the subclassification of 
binomials of Definitions 41/42 given then; the process (r + s) of Propositions 54 
to 59, and (s --, r) or Propositions 60 to 65 given with its associated propositions 
on construction, alogos-ness, and uniqueness. Or if not this radical reorganization, 
then at least some gesture in this direction. 
The whole theory starts up with the choice of the assigned line a; but observe 
how this more amenable description I have just proposed requires the second 
choice with which I opened Section 6: the choice of the expressible height h. But 
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also observe that this height h does not enter Euclid’s construction and description 
of the alogoi lines in Propositions 33 to 47. The choice of h determines the 
subclassifications of binomials and apotomes, and that determines the order in 
which the alogoi lines are generated in Propositions 54 to 59; if we replace h by 
h,, incommensurable with h, this subclassification will be changed. An example 
will illustrate this clearly: The binomial w  = 2a + fia is a 1” binomial with 
respect to h = a, and 
is again a binomial; but it is a 3rd binomial with respect to h, = tia, and 
q, = l&G= dV5a.(2a + V5a) = va.(tia + GUI) = &$!a + ma 
is now a second bimedial. So this way of generating the alogoi lines depends on 
an arbitrary choice of height h, which then drops out of the procedure. And Book 
X, in Euclid’s procedure, is presented in such a way as to deal first with everything 
that does not depend on choosing h, first for the additive lines, then for the 
subtractive. Note also that in the application of Book X to the classification of the 
edge of the icosahedron in XIII 16, the lines that play the roles of a and h are 
different and incommensurable. 
It would be easier to argue vigorously for this justification of the presentation 
of Book X if its author had been a little more punctilious over some details! For 
example, casual readers, searching for some information about the alogoi lines, 
will come across the blocks of formal definitions, indeed headed “Definitions,” at 
47148 and 84/85; but they will have to search more closely and read more carefully 
to find the essential definitions buried in Propositions 21, 36 to 41, and 73 to 78. 
So one might be inclined to think that Book X contains 23 different kinds of alogoi 
lines: medial, six binomial, six apotome, two bimedial, etc. But of these, the 
subclassification of the binomials and apotomes is, or should be, internal to the 
mechanism of Book X, while the subclassification of the bimedials and apotomes 
of a medial is part of the classification proper [35]. And only when one reaches the 
end of 11 l/l 12 does Euclid make it explicit that the classification embraces only 
thirteen kinds of lines [36], none of which are described in the three blocks of 
formal definitions. 
Yet more, Euclid is very casual in his references to this line h which I have 
consistently referred to here as “the height,” and which plays this determining 
role from the Second Definitions 47/48 onwards. Euclid introduces it as “Given 
an expressible line . . .” (as in Definitions 47/48); or gives no quantification, as in 
Propositions 54 to 59, “If an area is contained by an expressible line and a kth 
binomial . . . ,” and similarly, in Propositions 60 to 65; or he does not refer to it 
at all, as in Propositions 48 to 53, “To find a kth binomial.” (All of these quotations 
are taken from the enunciations of these propositions, but this kind of treatment 
is also followed through consistently in the proofs.) Yet more, when Euclid applies 
the theory in XIII 6 and 11, outside the context of the development of the theory 
in Book X, he refers to the 1st and 4th apotomes respectively, but fails to say to 
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which heights these refer. I have added these missing details to my discussions of 
all of these examples. 
For my second crumb ofjustification of Euclid’s treatment, consider the spectac- 
ular absence of specific examples and illustrations from Book X. However useful 
and illuminating these examples might be, the fact remains that it is not Euclid’s 
practice to offer this kind of assistance anywhere in the Elements. But still, the 
emphasis on the qualitative aspect of a classification, which we now see as essen- 
tially quantitative, is striking: contrast Euclid’s statement that the side of a penta- 
gon inscribed in a circle of expressible diameter is minor with our nearest common 
equivalent, that its length is VI0 - 2fid/4 [37]. Euclid may have a furtherjustifi- 
cation, however, that in any specific example in rows 3 or 6, for instance 
(till + x&)2 = (5a + vaz).a, 
he must either state and prove the lemma that V’?a. V’% = V&a, or state this 
as a general hypothesis, that &z. V’& = V’&LZ.~, or produce a truly general 
proof; but such a proof may have been way beyond his means. (See note [6], 
above.) By avoiding examples, he avoids both the problem of dealing with this 
issue, and the pretense (that almost all-if not all-modern commentators seem 
to adopt) that this problem does not exist. Given the constraints imposed on his 
expository style, I think his tactic is justified. 
NOTES 
1. I review, in [Fowler 1987, 294-3021, all of the explicit evidence concerning incommensurability 
in sources stretching over the thousand-year span up to the time of Proclus. 
2. And the latest, by Knorr and Mueller, show that they have read it very closely indeed, for they 
uncover new deficiencies in Euclid’s treatment-see, for example, notes [12], [19], and [20], below. 
3. I thank Christian Taisbak for showing gow Book X can be understood on its own terms; the central 
part df my article here is my presentation of his approach. Also Gian Carlo Duranti for stimulating me 
to reread Book X, and Jan van Maanen for sending me photocopies of material during my absence 
from libraries. 
4. See [Knorr 1983, 411. I wish I could quote Knorr’s first paragraph and its three notes-better, I 
wish I had written it!-for I can conceive of no better introduction to my own article here. I would 
change only one word: for “algebraic” in lines 23 and 26, read “arithmetical”. However, the references 
to Stevin need some clarification and correction. Stevin’s L’arithmttique (1585) is an octave volume 
consisting of Le premier and Le second livre d’arithm@tique, followed by Les quatres premiers livres 
d’olgPbre de Diophante d’Alexandrie, paginated together. This was issued bound with La pratique 
d’arithme’tique, a second collection of tracts which include La pratique itself, La reigle d’interest avec 
ses tab/es (originally published in Dutch in 1582, and subsequently reissued in a corrected Dutch 
version in 1590), La disme (the French translation of De thiende. also of 1585). and the Truicte des 
incommensurables grandeurs, all paginated together in a second sequence. Heath’s quotation, given 
in my epigraph above, comes from Le premier livre d’arithmttique, pp. 36-37, and Knorr opens his 
article with a related quotation from Traicte des incommensurables grandeurs, p. 162 of the second 
sequence. Stevin’s mathematical works were then reissued by Albert Girard in 1634 as the Euvres 
mathPmatiques in six parts, paginated separately but bound together, and the first part contains 
L’arithm&ique and La prafique d’arithmetique with an added Appendice algdbrique, now paginated 
in one sequence; and these two quotations occur on pp. IO and 213 respectively. Finally, excerpts are 
again reprinted in The Principal Works of Simon Stevin II B, Ed. D. J. Struik (Amsterdam: Swets & 
Zeitlinger, 1958). and these quotations can be found on pp. 535-536 and 713, respectively. La pratique 
d’arithmetique also contains the Appendice des incommensurables grandeurs mentioned by Heath; 
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this is pp. 187-201 of the 1585 edition, second sequence, and pp. 218-222 of the 1636 &ores, but it 
is not included in The principal wjorks, and neither quotation occurs therein. Knorr notes the modem 
German translation of De thiende; it is worth adding that the Dutch original and Richard Norton’s 
English translation of 1608 are in The principal works HA, on pp. 386-455, and this English translation 
has often been reprinted. 
5. Apparently first formulated by Chasles. This description “the quintessence of Book X” is due to 
Junge, and van der Waerden and Knorr concur with it; see [Knorr 1983, 64n.32, 61n.2, and 62n.41. 
6. There is a subtle problem in the use of this notation that only arises in the examples that illustrate 
and underpin the theory that follows: We would expect that fia.Ga = 6a.a for whole numbers 
A and p, and then by extension to fractions. (This is a geometrical statement, of course.) I can construct 
proofs for any particular values of A and p-which therefore cover the illustrations which follow-but 
each value of A and p requires a different figure, so these results cannot be extended, Euclidean style, 
to the case of general A and EL. For discussions, see my [1987, 136-1391 and my article “Dedekind’s 
theorem: -\/5 x V? = 6,” American Mathematical Monthly, to appear (on some different interpreta- 
tions and proofs of this identity). 
7. Here is another aid to understanding Book X. Mueller gives, in his [1981, 317-3691, a careful 
translation of almost all of the enunciations in our best manuscript of the EIements (Vaticanus gr. 190, 
generally known as P), and also an index to his discussion of each proposition; Book X runs from pages 
346 to 366. (Note: 19 pages out of a total of 53 so, by this measure, Book X occupies a third of the bulk 
of the Elements!) 
8. I would be grateful to be informed of any uses of this shorthand that do not translate immediately 
into a Euclidean-style statement, or which misrepresent any of Euclid’s statements that they purport- 
edly abbreviate. 
9. Book X opens with four definitions though they, like all of the definitions elsewhere in our best 
manuscript of the Elements, are unnumbered and, like many of the other sets of definitions, they do 
not have a heading “Definitions.” (This kind of editorial tidying-up is clearly set in parentheses or 
given in notes in the translations given in [Mueller 1981, 317-3701.) But Book X is unique in having 
further definitions inset in the body of the text: six headed “Second Definitions” between Propositions 
47 and 48, and six more headed “Third Definitions” between 84 and 85. There are also some thirty 
other unnumbered items-corollaries, lemmas, porisms, and remarks-interspersed in the text; for a 
discussion of this feature, see [Knorr 1975, 269 n.401. For simplicity, I omit all questions of textual 
matters and authorship, and purely for convenience, I refer to Euclid as the author of Book X, although 
his role was possibly at most editorial: on Euclid and his/her/their Elements, see [Fowler 1987, 202ff.l. 
10. All the figures here are laid out horizontally to emphasise their affinity with VI 1; the Euclidean 
figures start vertically and then, after Proposition 38, most of them become horizontal. For an example 
of Euclid’s way of describing these configurations, see Proposition 20. Euclid usually refers to the 
height as “an expressible straight line” and the width as the plates, usually translated as “the breadth” 
(see I Def. 2), which suggests the letter b, but I want to reserve that for another use. The letters used 
to denote the lines-a, b, c, d, e, h, q, u, u, w, x, and y-have been chosen carefully and will be used 
consistently in what follows. 
11. Euclid’s proof is slightly different, and uses the idea of reciprocal proportionality of VI 14. 
12. Or which purport to generality. But Knorr points out, apparently for the first time, that the second 
Lemma 28/29 is grossly defective when viewed, as apparently presented, as a general construction; 
see his [1983, 57-581, which concludes: “Euclid’s handling of the second lemma is thus yet another 
unsettling reminder that the proofs of Book X are not always as well conceived as they commonly are 
purported to be.” 
13. Unlike the configurations described in these two exercises-which seem obvious manipulations 
to consider given the development of Book X so far-the lines in Book X that play the role of what 
is here called the height are always expressible (with the exceptions of Propositions 112-l 14, exceptions 
which do not detract from this general observation). This is one example (and I shall give another later, 
in note [18]) which may indicate that Book X is not some purely formal and gratuitous exercise, as is 
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suggested by Knorr and Taisbak (see my [ 1987, 1681 for quotations and references), and which may 
seem the case from the description given so far. 
14. A geometrical proof that these lines are equal does not seem obvious to me. 
15. I do not wish to imply that the geometry of Descartes is arithmetized; his algebra is as impeccably 
geometrical as my approach in Section 2 above, with the mild exception that he does not seem to 
explain what he means by a, fi, etc. The key step underlying his algebra is to fix an assigned line 
a, and then define a new kind of multiplication of .Y and 1’ to be the width of the rectangle x.)’ when 
applied to a; so this product is again a line. In fact, this same kind of operation is used repetitively 
throughout Book X in a different context (see Section 6, below), but here without any overtones of 
any analogy with the multiplication of two numbers. 
However, I think it can be argued that Descartes encouraged his readers to think in arithmetical 
terms and build on their arithmetical understanding of geometry: and only to resort to his geometrical 
definitions for a formal justification. A similar schizophrenia is common among mathematicians today. 
To return to the example of note [6]: for most mathematicians V’? x V? = &might conjure up 
something closer to I.4142 . x I.7321 = 2.4495 than a complicated statement about 
equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of rational numbers, or Dedekind cuts, even though this 
arithmetical approach is defective in the essential detail that the multiplication is not effectively defined. 
16. Compare, for example, Eutocius’ labored commentary on Archimedes’ Mecrsrrremenr ofu Circle, 
or the stilted commentaries on Ptolemy’s Almagcsf, with the fluent numerical calculations that fill the 
pages of later mathematicians and astronomers, especially al-Kashi, Viete, Stevin, Harriot. and many 
others from the early seventeenth century onwards. 
17. This is not my story here so, once again, I refer readers to the brief explanation and references 
in note 6, above. 
18. Compare these statements with Euclid’s Second Definitions 47/48 and Plato’s Theaeterus 
l92al-194b6; I cannot believe that the mathematician(s) who developed Book X did not have some 
such schematic way of setting out descriptions. A formally minded person will note that the 4th. Sth, 
and 6th classes can be further subdivided according as to whether cCd or not, and the 5th and 6th 
classes subdivide differently according as to whether hCd or not. But all these further subdivisions of 
the kth binomial still generate the same alogos line in Euclid’s classification. This may be another 
indication that Euclid is concerned with something more than a fully worked-out formal system; and, 
as I explain in Section 7,l think it is an indication that he is not interested in anything directly equivalent 
to our ways of thinking of and manipulating surds. 
19. Junge noticed this problem (see The Commentary of pappus on Book X of ,%&j's Elements, 
W. Thomson & G. Junge, Eds., Harvard Univ. Press, 1930, I75 n. 131, with thanks to Wilbur Knorr 
for this reference); and these observations strengthening Props. 66 to 70 are due to Mueller; (see his 
[1981, 283 and 1991). 
20. This observation is due to Knorr; see his [1983, 65 n. 381. 
21. Mathematicians today refer to these special cases using pejorative words such as “degenerate” 
or “nongeneric” and, of late, the interest has been in developing a precise language for exploring the 
typical or generic behavior; for example: “almost all numbers are irrational, indeed transcendental,” 
“almost all continuous functions are nowhere differentiable,” ” almost all orbits in the three-body 
problem are bounded,” etc. Euclidean geometry is, par excellence, the study of the degenerate case, 
the specific example, the very particular construction. The fact that some behavior happens to manifest 
itself is sufficient to establish its importance. So the fact that the fourth additive and subtractive lines 
happen to arise in the construction of the pentagon-see below-is sufficient to justify the special 
names they are given of “major” and “minor.” Knorr [1975,1983,1985], Mueller [1981], and Taisbak 
[1982] speculate on the origin of these names. I agree that this is worth investigating, but I feel it may 
be more pertinent to speculate first on the reason for the basic terminology of the rheros and the alogos 
that underlies the program of Book X. 
23. I cannot see how to construct a geometric proof around the identity 
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which is an arithmetical version of Proposition 112, provided an appropriate litany is added about 
square roots of rational numbers which leads to the conclusion that the coefficients &(p? - y’) are 
rational. 
23. In fact the close correspondence between I I2 and I13 causes Euclid to abandon completely one 
of his rules of style. When Euclid uses letters in setting out a proposition, to refer to the details of his 
figure, he normally introduces them in strict alphabetical order: A, B, I. A, E, . . . But the letters 
appear in Proposition I I3 in the order determined by the previous proposition: A, B, A, K, 0, I?, H. 
Earlier propositions of Book X show minor infringements of this stylistic principle-see Proposition 
48 to 53, and l08-but nothing as spectacular as this. 
24. These are two versions of the so-called Pythagorean proof that /n? = 2n? leads to a contradiction. 
Knorr proposes, very plausibly, that this material was interpolated in Book X after the time of Alexander 
of Aphrodisias (early third century A.D.). as a result of the continuing activity of commentators who 
wished to deal with the remarks of Aristotle at PriorAntr/ytics 4la23-30 and 50a35-38 about “e.g. the 
falsity of what follows from the assumption that the diagonal is commensurate, viz. that then odd 
numbers are equal to evens.” See [Knorr 1975, 228-2311 and [Fowler 1987, 295-297 & 302-3081. 
25. At this point, Heath translates “square root,” thus indicating that he is thinking arithmetically, 
especially in view of his comments on p. 13. 1 also note that the numerals given above--“5 has to I 
. . . 5 has to 4”-are the only numerals occurring in the text of the EIements; see [Fowler 1987, 221 
& 224 n.131. 
26. For an example of a science that has only been arithmetized in the last 50 years, I cite understand- 
ing and forecasting the weather. Most social sciences have so far resisted effective arithmetization, 
despite efforts that can be traced back, in some cases, to the Scholastic philosophers, and some hard- 
liners proceed as if “science” is synonymous with effective arithmetization. Physics is the paradigm: 
“The whole purpose of physics is to find a number, with decimal points, etc.! Otherwise you haven’t 
done anything” (R. P. Feynman, quoted in Jul. Manin, Mufhematics rend Physics, Boston:, Birk- 
hauser, 1981, on p. 35). 
27. But let me add a caution that the open and helpful layout of Heath’s text, with logically arranged 
and frequent paragraphs, proofs broken into sections by interlinear space, italicized enunciations, etc., 
in no way corresponds to what would have been the physical layout of the original. Written texts of 
Euclid’s time were far from easy to read: see the description in my [1987, 202-2201. 
28. Readers will surely have noticed that 1 have used, consistently but contrariwise, italic Roman 
letters for the geometrical magnitudes of Greek mathematics, and Greek letters for the corresponding 
arithmetical quantities of what one might call Latin mathematics. (“Greek mathematics” means 
“mathematics written in Greek,” and refers to the texts that come from the eastern Mediterranean up 
to the sixteenth century and beyond; by the same token, we could just as well call the mathematics 
from the western Mediterranean and northern and central Europe “Latin mathematics” for, until 
comparatively recently, it was predominantly written in Latin.) And, while on these linguistic traditions, 
a comment on Arabic mathematics: we have but two Greek commentaries on the Elemenrs-Proclus 
on Book I, and Pappus on Book X-and I think it fair to say that neither author seems to show any 
great mathematical insight of his own; the most valuable contribution to our knowledge they bring is 
in the passages where they quote from earlier writers, especially Eudemus. Our Greek manuscripts 
also contain numerous scholia: anonymous marginal comments of unknown date, doubtful accuracy, 
and (compared with the text) little or no mathematical insight; they are collected in [Stamatis 1977 V, 
parts i & ii], and only a few are translated in Heath’s notes. Contrast this with the catalog of Arabic 
commentaries in [Sezgin 1974, 105-l 151 which lists 60 authors, some of whom wrote several commen- 
taries; at least eight of these commentaries are on Book V and 15 on Book X. For a description of 
some of these, see G. Matvievskaya 1980, The theory of quadratic irrationals in medieval oriental 
mathematics, in From deferent to equant: A volume of studies . . . in honour of E. S. Kennedy, Ann& 
of the New York Academy of Sciences 500,253-277. (One should also add that Pappus’ Commentary 
on Book X only survives in an Arabic translation! See note 19, above.) 
29. The following expressions are abbreviated in the way described in the caption to Table II. 
30. But the assertion in [Knorr 1985, 223 that “for irrationals of class 5, the terms will be additive 
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and subtractive irrationals, respectively, also of class 5: again the terms of class 6 will also be irrationals 
of class 6” is an error; look at the four examples just given. This behavior can be explained by pursuing 
the observations in note [IS], above, a bit further. 
31. For some opinions, see [Fowler 1987, 168-1691. I there missed the most poetic one, in [Frajese 
& Maccioni 1970, 56885691: “[Euclid] probably plunged himself into this treatment of irrationality, 
forgetting everything else in his work-research for the sake of research, art for art’s sake. Euclid’s 
behavior reminds us of the immortal verses of Goethe’s songster who refuses the king’s ostentatious 
presents because he is content with his own song: “I sing as the bird sings up on high/Amidst the leaves 
and boughs./ The heartfelt song that comes as a cry / Its own reward allows” [Wilhelm Meisters 
Lehrjahre, II 121.” 
32. Try it on an example, or on formula (*). Knorr [1985, 22 n.81 hazards an explanation on the basis 
of this kind of manipulation, a manipulation which the reader will find quickly bites its own tail. 
33. My own interpretation is set out in my [1987, Chap. 51 
34. For some quotations of opinions, see my [1987, l68-1691. A different kind of explanation is 
offered by Knorr in a review of [Taisbak 19821 (Cenrr1rrrrr.r 1984, 27, 330-333): “Was the lot of the 
ancient mathematics student really such a pleasant one? We recall the frequent laments by Hellenistic 
writers over the harshness of the schoolmasters, their ready resort to corporal punishment. 
“Learning comes with pain,” they said. This meant real physical pain in the lower school: but did it 
mature into intellectual pain at university level’?” As someone who spends his life teaching mathematics, 
I would not like to think that any of my colleagues could behave like that nowadays. but I must confess 
that I cannot be entirely sure. 
35. 1 maintain this distinction by referring to “first” and “second” bimedials, but “1st.” “2nd;’ 
. . “6th” binomials, etc. 
36. Were this explanation not to be found in the text of Book X, I am certain that there would be 
scholarly arguments about how many different types of cdogoi lines Euclid described: 23, 13, or 11. 
See, for example. the end of note following 72173 in [Heath 1926 III, 1581. 
37. There are discussions of this example in [Fowler 1987, 158-61; Knorr 1975, 279-282 & 1983, 
47-49; Mueller 1981, 260-263; Taisbak 1982, 9-151. 
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